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Hes 
eiahiaiante Rights records w E. Ross Buckley's letter of 4/26/76. It say Civil 
Rights “located the focuments listed below which originated with, or were sent to, the Criminal Divgsion." Why could not the Criminal Division search its own files? 
Ci Hanes Sr. to Ca&rk on representing Ray, 6/17/68. #95~100-473 
C2 Vinson to Hanes, 6/25/68, responsem #95=100<473, Copies Canale Chrono,Records and Shapiro. 
C3 7/31/68 Vinson to Gov. Buford Ellington 
C4 7/31/68 Vinson to David Caleutt,"Ray is mfely in the cluthes of Tennessee Authorities." 
No file or copies indicated, Attachments not attached. 

C5 8/2/68, Canale to Vinson responding to Vinson's 7/31, not here but apparently with 
some of the languahe in that to Ellington. &efers to talk of which no memo provided, In 
it Vinson referred to "the complete investigative file of the F.B.I." which he's asked Jensen for. MFO's Boyle "was unaware of any instructions regarding" this report. No file #. 
06 8/8/68 Vinson to Govs. Ellington and Warren Hearnes, Mo. on legal fees. #95-100=473. 
C7 8/8/68 Ellington response to C3. #95~100-473. 
C8 8/14/68 Vinson to Canale, hoping "the problem you mentioned has disappeared" and “assured 
by the FBI that all material relevant to your prosecution is being mde available to yous" 
Ref to C5, without making a record in DJ files of complaint against FBI. Corner bent overs 
Appears to have been written 8/13, #95-100-473. Copies Records, Chrono only. 
C9 10/22/68 Vinson to Ellington re extradition costs. #95~100—473, 
C10 11/4/68, Vinson to Michael Eggene, who wrote 10/29 announcing arrival in Washington 
11/9 en route to trial. As with several of the letters referred to the Dresden one not 
included. Nor is any DJ file on Dresden or Bugene, unless 95=100—473 is extradition, in 
which even much of it has not been provided, as the transcripts attached in the letters 

C11 4/6/69 ly letteruto Carl Belcher, Chief, “en. Crimes, Criminal, referring to his 2/26 to we, not provided. Tais has nothing at all to do with ,ing, ay or the extradition. 
Zt relates to my unresponded-to request for Warren Commission records on a real threat vs. BFK in which there had been an arrest, the Valle case. #95~100-473 plus another not 
ascertainingable, aprtly on C12 

C12 3/31/69, me to Belcher asking for extradition papers. lig copies response provided. 
if this is relevant then there is a large file, including a lerger than Criminal's from 
Civil. #95-100-473 and partly visible upper right-hand comer, 71a 5777 with 59 underneath, 
C13 7/11/68 Hanes telling Clark he represents Ray and asking no interviews except in 
his presence. No file nos. indicated, 

Ci4 7/16/68, Vinson's response to 015 refuses request to acconpany Ray. 795-100-473. 
C15 7/31/68 memo Vinson to Hoover acknowledging Hoovers of 7/26, not provided. It appears 
to have a listing of evidence of which Canale may went to see some items, according to 
Vinson. Ces to AG, Mr. Porets. #144~72~662, 

- 016 7/51/76 Vinson to Canale forwarding copy unofficial Bow St. record. Says what 615 
does not, that he has #formally" directed the FBI to turn evidence over to Gehale #95~100—473. 
This is the entire batch. Calling it compliance is not even a joke. But if it represented 
that then it also refers to specific documents, some attachments, not provided. Some of these records have “Ray” written in upper right-hand corner, which can indicate that 
someche, perhaps Vinson, was keeping a separate file on Ray.


